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Fund Facts 

Inception Date 

30 September 2015 

Suggested Investment Time Frame 

5 years 

Risk Profile 

High 

Minimum Investment 

$25,000 

AIPR Code 

ETL0449AU 

M-Funds ASX Code

FEC01 

Valuation and Pricing 

Each Business Day in Victoria 

Distribution Frequency 

Half Yearly (30 June + 31 Dec) 

Benchmark 

S+P/ASX Small Ordinaries 
Accumulation Index 

Typical Number of Stocks 

35 - 50 

Management Fee (inc GST) 

1.20% pa 

Performance Fee 

 20% (+ GST) of outperformance
of Hurdle Return

 Payable 6 monthly

 Only payable if returns are
absolute positive and previous
High Water Mark exceeded

Hurdle Return 

Benchmark + 1.20%pa 

Buy/Sell Spread 

+0.30% application/-0.30%
withdrawal

Responsible Entity

Equity Trustees Ltd 

Flinders Investment Partners is a boutique investment partnership 
specialising in Australian listed emerging companies.   

Flinders brings together experienced and talented investors in a 
business model that has direct alignment to the interests of our clients.  
The Flinders’ team are both partners in the business and direct investors 
in the Fund. 

Flinders is a partner boutique of investment house Prodigy Investment 
Partners. 

Fund Investment Objective 

To build a portfolio of quality, growing smaller companies that will outperform 
the Benchmark by 5%pa (before fees) over rolling 3 year periods. 

Investment Philosophy and Approach 

We believe that investing in smaller companies can produce excellent returns 
for investors. However, smaller companies can exhibit significant share price 
volatility.  Therefore an active, research based approach that assesses risk 
and investment fundamentals is imperative. 

We believe that growing businesses generate the most value for shareholders, 
especially if they can be identified early in their growth phase. 

We believe that the way to identify these attractive companies is to undertake 

significant, rigorous and consistent proprietary research and financial analysis. 

An active company visitation program is a vital part of this research. 

We are resolute in our focus on risk management in order to maximise gains 

and limit losses, leading to higher returns for our investors. 

We are committed to be agile - the discipline to limit our size to a level that 

allows us to fully exploit investment opportunities across the smaller 

companies universe, and a mindset to be responsive in our decision making 

process. 

Fund Ratings 

Lonsec Rated 

Zenith Rated 

Independent Research Ratings Rated 

Asset Allocation 

Australian Equities 90% - 100% 

Cash 0% - 10% 

Flinders Investment Partners Pty Ltd ABN 19 604 121 271  
Level 15, 385 Bourke Street, Melbourne, Victoria 3000 
www.flindersinvest.com.au 

http://www.flindersinvest.com.au/
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Investment Team 

Why Invest with Flinders? 

People: experienced professionals with a history of successfully managing emerging companies funds; the passion for 
seeking out investment opportunities in the deep emerging companies universe; and, skilled practitioners in assessing the 
opportunity set to create optimal portfolios. 

Discipline: consistent application of the research effort through the implementation of a rigorous investment process. 

Agility: ability to interpret and respond quickly to opportunities; and, recognise that we need to restrict funds under 

management in order to efficiently exploit investment opportunities. 

Focus: we are not all things to all people, we have a single focus in identifying attractive investment opportunities in the 

emerging company universe. 

Alignment: our success only occurs if we deliver for our clients. 

Contacts 

Guy Ballard +61 413 007 599 gballard@prodigyinvest.com.au 

Andrew Bruce +61 3 9909 2682 abruce@prodigyinvest.com.au 

Client Service clientservice@flindersinvest.com.au 

 
 
 
 

Andrew Mouchacca

• Portfolio Manager

• B.Eng (Hons), PhD, G.DipFin (FINSIA)

• 16 years Industry Experience

Richard Macdougall

• Portfolio Manager

• BA (Eco & Politics)

• 29 years Industry Experience

Naheed Rahman

• Deputy Portfolio Manager

• B Com, B IS, CFA

• 9 years Industry Experience

Disclaimer and Disclosure 

Equity Trustees Limited (‘EQT’) (ABN 46 004 031 298 AFSL 240975) is the Responsible Entity for the Flinders Emerging Companies Fund.  The material contained in this communication (and all its 

attachments) is general information only and has been prepared by Flinders Investment Partners Pty Ltd (“Flinders”), a Corporate Authorised Representative of Prodigy Investment Partners Limited 

(“Prodigy”), AFSL 466173.   

It is not intended to take the place of professional advice and you should not act on any recommendation (if any) made in this communication without first consulting your investment advisor in order to 

ascertain whether the recommendation (if any) is appropriate, having regard to your investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. Nothing in this communication shall be construed as a 

solicitation to buy or sell a security or to engage in or refrain from engaging in any transaction. 

Flinders and Prodigy believe that the information and advice (if any) contained herein is correct at the time of compilation.  However, Flinders Prodigy and EQT provide no representation or warranty that 

it is accurate, complete, reliable or up to date, nor does Flinders, Prodigy or EQT accept any obligation to correct or update the opinions (if any) in it. The opinions (if any) expressed are subject to 

change without notice. Flinders, Prodigy and EQT do not accept any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of the material contained in this 

communication. 

This communication may refer to the past performance of a person, entity or financial product.  Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  Investors should obtain the relevant 

product disclosure statement and consider it before making any decision to invest. 


